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CASE STUDIES

ESG Book—Building the 
World’s Leading ESG 
Data Platform
ESG data represents a large, and rapidly 
growing, market opportunity. Accurate data, 
accounting, analytics, and reporting are critical 
to the net zero transition. ESG Book is a leading 
ESG data provider building one of the largest 
independent ESG datasets on public equities 
along with proprietary scores, metrics and 
analytics. 

ESG Book’s cloud-based platform makes ESG data accessible, consistent, 
and transparent, enabling financial markets to allocate capital towards 
more sustainable and higher impact assets. Covering over 50,000 
companies globally, ESG Book enables companies to be custodians of their 
own data, provides framework-neutral sustainability information in real-
time, and promotes transparency. ESG Book also allows users access to the 
fundamental data underlying each metric to understand how these scores 
are derived.37 
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CASE STUDIES
ESG Book—Building the World’s Leading ESG Data Platform

50,000+ 
companies covered in 

ESG Book

450+ 
ESG metrics  
per company

200+ 
experts across ESG  
Book’s global team

$120T 
collective assets held  

under management by 
ESG Book clients

15M
data points  

processed daily

135,000+ 
corporate disclosures  

in ESG Book

“ We are delighted to welcome ESG 
Book to our family of companies 
that empower the transition to net 
zero and support the principles 
of sustainability. ESG Book is 
EIP Europe’s tenth investment, 
and this partnership is driven 
by a shared vision for radical 
transparency in sustainability data. 
We look forward to supporting 
the tremendous momentum of the 
company as it builds the world’s 
leading ESG data platform.”

NAZO MOOSA, Managing Partner, Europe, 
at Energ y Impact Partners

ESG Book’s innovative freemium model offers businesses free access to 
report their own data and view high-level summaries of peers’ data. Paid 
users can also dive into more detailed analysis of their own and competitor 
ratings. Financial institutions can use ESG Book to request data from 
portfolio companies and business customers, creating network effects as 
more users report through the platform and make their data available.

EIP led ESG Book’s $35 million Series B round in June 2022, joined by 
Meridiam and Allianz X. Transparent and trustworthy ESG data is critical 
for investors to understand how companies are performing on climate 
metrics, and EIP expects that its partners can use ESG Book to assess their 
performance and compare with industry peers. 


